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Do you want to have the body of your dreams, including six pack abs that are sculpted and
perfect? Do you look at other people on the beach and envy their good bodies and wish that you
had the body to wear the bathing suit you have always wanted? Have you tried starving yourself
and exercising, only to find out that you did not achieve any sort of results?You are not alone.
There are a great many people out there who would love to have perfect abdominal muscles. A
flat stomach and perfect abs not only make you look nicer, but they make your clothes fit better,
too.There are plenty of abdominal machines and exercise gadgets that promise results, but fall
flat. How much money have you wasted trying to get the perfect abs, only to have some gadget
sit in the back of your closet? This can be very frustrating, especially when you feel as though
you are throwing your money away and not getting results.Most of these products fail because
they only give you one way to get to the abs of your dreams. And if this way doesn't work for you,
you're out of luck. But it seemed that all of the advice to get flat abs was geared towards buying
some type of gadget or some magic pill.The only advice....until now!...What if someone were to
tell you that getting the perfect abs is possible for anyone and can be accomplished by using a
number of different techniques and methods? What if someone were to tell you that there was a
way that you could learn exactly how to get the six pack abs of your dreams, step by step, by not
only learning exactly how to exercise and diet, but also how to think?Well, say goodbye to those
abs that are holding you back and start looking forward to the summer at the beach because
now there is a way where you can find out the secrets that only a few people know about how to
get the six pack abs of your dreams...The Complete Guide To The Best Abs Ever is Here!While
other books gear you towards buying a product or a service, this book actually tells you exactly
what you need to do to get the six pack abs of your dreams. Getting a six pack and looking good
is easier than ever if you follow the instructions in this book. This book does not just tell you what
workout machines to use, but how to think, what to eat, what not to eat and how to exercise to
get the six pack abs that you have longed for but never thought that you would get!This is the
only guide of its kind that tells you exactly how to get what you want...Tried And Proven
Successful Method!1) Learn what to eat to get the abs of your dreams!You will need to eat
certain foods in certain ways in order to get the abs of your dreams. This book outlines all of the
foods that you need to eat, as well as the foods that you need to avoid in clear detail. Not only
that, it also goes into when you should eat as well as how much and even what to drink.2) Learn
what exercises to do to get the abs of your dreams!Exercise is a key factor, as you might
imagine, when it comes to getting the six pack abs of your dreams. But there are many exercises
that you can do to sculpt your abdominal muscles so that they give you that six pack look that
you have always wanted. This book explains, in detail, exactly what you need to do and how to
achieve the sculpted, flat stomach look of the six pack abs.



Six Pack Abs…Secrets To The Best Abs Ever! By Rock Abshttp://
www.rockabstrimmer.com Legal Notice:- The author and publisher of this Ebook and the
accompanying materials have used their best efforts in preparing this Ebook. The author and
publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability,
fitness, or completeness of the contents of this Ebook. The information contained in this Ebook
is strictly for educational purposes. Therefore, if you wish to apply ideas contained in this Ebook,
you are taking full responsibility for your actions.The author and publisher disclaim any
warranties (express or implied), merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. The author
and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any party for any direct, indirect, punitive,
special, incidental or other consequential damages arising directly or indirectly from any use of
this material, which is provided “as is”, and without warranties.As always, the advice of a
competent legal, tax, accounting or other professional should be sought. The author and
publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or applicability of any sites listed or
linked to in this Ebook. All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for
content, accuracy or any other implied or explicit purpose.Table of Contents Chapter 1 - What
Are The Perfect Abs?Chapter 2 - You Are What You EatChapter 3 - Crunches For AbsChapter 4
- Leg Lifts For AbsChapter 5 - Levitating Lift For AbsChapter 6 - Cardiovascular Exercises For
AbsChapter 8 - Pilates For AbsChapter 9 - Change your routineChapter 10 - Using
Enhancement SupplementsChapter 11- Keeping Your Firm AbsChapter 12 – Use a Waist
Trimmer BeltChapter 13 - The Psychological Factor Chapter 1 - What Are The Perfect Abs? You
have probably been heard about “six pack abs,” and know it is a good thing to have, but may be
unsure of what exactly a six pack is. If you think that getting a six pack involves just beer, think
again. And beer is the last thing that you need when you are trying to get the perfect six pack
abs. A perfect six pack is when your abdominal muscles are so defined that they are clearly
identified. Anyone who looks at your stomach will see that the muscles are well defined and will
be able to pick them out. There are six of them, three on each side of your abdomen and each
one should look pronounced. The perfect abs are sought after more so by men than women
who seek to get well defined muscle tone. This is not to say that women should not try to achieve
the perfect abs. To the contrary, women tend to worry more about having a flat stomach than
men. Women can still have a soft look to their body and not a bulky, muscular look when they
achieve the perfect abs using the methods described in this book. Women should not be afraid
that they will bulk up if they practice these techniques. Instead, women who look for the perfect
abs and follow exercise and diet to achieve this will look slimmer, will find that their clothes fit
better and will have more confidence when wearing clothes or going to the beach. Six pack abs
are for both men and women. In order to get the perfect abs, you have to exercise and eat the
right foods. There are a few short cuts that you can take to enhance your muscles and they will
be discussed in this book. These short cuts, however, are not a magic pill that can get you the
six pack abs overnight. There is no magic pill that you can take that can help you gain the abs of
your dreams in a week. You have to be committed towards working hard to achieve this goal.



The reality is that getting the perfect abs is all about hard work and dedication. If you are willing
to work hard to have the body of your dreams, then you will be able to achieve it. So, now that
you know what the perfect abs are all about, you probably want to know why anyone wants the
perfect abs. They are desired mostly for cosmetic purposes. Those who want to look their best
without a shirt or at the beach want the perfect abs. Some celebrities pride themselves on
achieving the perfect six pack. These include stars of the motion picture industry as well as
those in the sports world. They pride themselves on getting the perfect abs because they know
the hard work it takes to define these muscles. While women often want to have less definition
and, by nature, have more fat than men, most women still desire a flat stomach and abdominal
area. The exercises for the perfect abs outlined in this book, as well as the diet that you need to
eat to achieve the perfect abs will be for both men and women. While women may not want the
same extreme definition , these techniques will do them good as they will achieve a flat
stomach. Not only are the perfect abs something to be proud of cosmetically. New medical
studies indicate that those who carry excess weight around their middle have more of a risk for
heart disease and stroke. This goes for both men and women. It is therefore desirable for both
sexes to have flat abdomens and try to achieve the perfect abs and carry less weight around
their middle sections. If you think that you can get the perfect abs through sit ups and a crash
diet, think again. Getting the perfect abs takes training - real training that will entail you sculpting
your muscles to the way that you want them. If you are the type of person who sets out to do
something and then eventually does it, you will have a much easier time achieving the perfect
abs. If you are the type who gives up at the first sign of adversity, then you will have a difficult
time. Look for hard work in order to achieve the perfect abs. Now that you are aware of what the
perfect abs are, what they can do for you and the fact that it will take hard work to get to the point
where you can have the perfect six pack abs, then you can get started on your way towards
achieving the perfect abs.      
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linked to in this Ebook. All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for
content, accuracy or any other implied or explicit purpose.Table of Contents Chapter 1 - What
Are The Perfect Abs?Chapter 2 - You Are What You EatChapter 3 - Crunches For AbsChapter 4
- Leg Lifts For AbsChapter 5 - Levitating Lift For AbsChapter 6 - Cardiovascular Exercises For
AbsChapter 8 - Pilates For AbsChapter 9 - Change your routineChapter 10 - Using
Enhancement SupplementsChapter 11- Keeping Your Firm AbsChapter 12 – Use a Waist
Trimmer BeltChapter 13 - The Psychological Factor Chapter 1 - What Are The Perfect Abs? You
have probably been heard about “six pack abs,” and know it is a good thing to have, but may be
unsure of what exactly a six pack is. If you think that getting a six pack involves just beer, think
again. And beer is the last thing that you need when you are trying to get the perfect six pack
abs. A perfect six pack is when your abdominal muscles are so defined that they are clearly
identified. Anyone who looks at your stomach will see that the muscles are well defined and will
be able to pick them out. There are six of them, three on each side of your abdomen and each
one should look pronounced. The perfect abs are sought after more so by men than women
who seek to get well defined muscle tone. This is not to say that women should not try to achieve
the perfect abs. To the contrary, women tend to worry more about having a flat stomach than
men. Women can still have a soft look to their body and not a bulky, muscular look when they
achieve the perfect abs using the methods described in this book. Women should not be afraid
that they will bulk up if they practice these techniques. Instead, women who look for the perfect
abs and follow exercise and diet to achieve this will look slimmer, will find that their clothes fit
better and will have more confidence when wearing clothes or going to the beach. Six pack abs
are for both men and women. In order to get the perfect abs, you have to exercise and eat the
right foods. There are a few short cuts that you can take to enhance your muscles and they will
be discussed in this book. These short cuts, however, are not a magic pill that can get you the
six pack abs overnight. There is no magic pill that you can take that can help you gain the abs of
your dreams in a week. You have to be committed towards working hard to achieve this goal.
The reality is that getting the perfect abs is all about hard work and dedication. If you are willing
to work hard to have the body of your dreams, then you will be able to achieve it. So, now that
you know what the perfect abs are all about, you probably want to know why anyone wants the
perfect abs. They are desired mostly for cosmetic purposes. Those who want to look their best
without a shirt or at the beach want the perfect abs. Some celebrities pride themselves on
achieving the perfect six pack. These include stars of the motion picture industry as well as
those in the sports world. They pride themselves on getting the perfect abs because they know
the hard work it takes to define these muscles. While women often want to have less definition
and, by nature, have more fat than men, most women still desire a flat stomach and abdominal
area. The exercises for the perfect abs outlined in this book, as well as the diet that you need to
eat to achieve the perfect abs will be for both men and women. While women may not want the
same extreme definition , these techniques will do them good as they will achieve a flat
stomach. Not only are the perfect abs something to be proud of cosmetically. New medical



studies indicate that those who carry excess weight around their middle have more of a risk for
heart disease and stroke. This goes for both men and women. It is therefore desirable for both
sexes to have flat abdomens and try to achieve the perfect abs and carry less weight around
their middle sections. If you think that you can get the perfect abs through sit ups and a crash
diet, think again. Getting the perfect abs takes training - real training that will entail you sculpting
your muscles to the way that you want them. If you are the type of person who sets out to do
something and then eventually does it, you will have a much easier time achieving the perfect
abs. If you are the type who gives up at the first sign of adversity, then you will have a difficult
time. Look for hard work in order to achieve the perfect abs. Now that you are aware of what the
perfect abs are, what they can do for you and the fact that it will take hard work to get to the point
where you can have the perfect six pack abs, then you can get started on your way towards
achieving the perfect abs. Chapter 2 - You Are What You Eat The first thing that you need to
do when you are trying to achieve the perfect abs or any type of muscle definition is to watch
your diet. You need to bulk up on protein and cut out the carbohydrates if you want to attain the
perfect abs. This does not mean that you have to lose a lot of weight, but it does mean that you
have to lose belly fat, which will get seriously in the way of your perfect abs. If you are
overweight, you should want to take the tips found in this book to get rid of the weight and work
towards sculpting your body. You will not only look better, but will be doing your health a favor at
the same time. The main thing is that you want to diet for muscle. So how do you diet for
muscle? You certainly do not want to starve yourself as this will not do anything to help muscle
definition. You need to eat sensibly when you are seeking the perfect abs or any other type of
body building. And make no mistake about it - you are body building when you are looking for a
six pack. This is part of sculpting your body muscles so that they look attractive and are well
defined. Foods that are high in protein are good for bulking up muscle and also losing fat.
These foods tend to trick the body into thinking that it is getting more fuel that it is actually
receiving. You should embark on a high protein diet if you want to build up your abdominal
muscles. You will notice that body builders and athletes drink raw eggs. While this may be
disgusting to you, there is a lot of protein in those raw eggs that gives the athlete or body builder
strength. The body builder will need this in order to bulk up. You need to remain strong if you
are going to define your abdominal muscles so that you have a firm six pack.  
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